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Summary 

Simon Kon, born 29, November 1919 in Lowicz, Poland; Father was a tailor, moved to JeJeen, 
Poland; Went to Cheddar until he was 6 years old, then to government school for Jewish 
children for 7 years, apprenticed to tailor; Stayed in school until 1933 when schools closed to 
Jews; Jewish traditions were followed in their home; Not religious home; Lowicz was first 
synagogue in Poland burned by Germans, ghetto started in 1940 and lasted only twelve 
months; Experienced anti-Semitism as a child in Poland, pogrom Kelt after war; Grandfather 
was a horse dealer; Spoke Yiddish and Polish; Grandfather, Shlomo Greenbaum   grandmother. 
Feidel Greenbaum; As a teenager belonged a rightwing, Betar, movement; Became more 
democratic and liberal minded; Begin and Jabotinsky were members of Betar; Parents: Fishing 
and Rosa Kon, siblings: Simon, Hertzka, Nathan, Deborah, Golda and Moshe; 1939 Hitler 
invaded Poland, captured Lowicz in three days, ran to Warsaw, four weeks later returned to 
Lowicz; Half of Lowicz was destroyed, rabbi had to sign he had ordered the burning of the 
synagogue; ghetto started and lasted 1940-1941; 1941 liquidated Lowicz ghetto and moved 
people to Warsaw ghetto; Lodz ghetto had no walls or soldiers surrounding ghetto, Jewish 
police inside ghetto and Polish police outside; Nazis moved the Bzura River to a different 
location using Jewish labor from the ghetto; Parents living in Jejeen were working for the 
Germans making uniforms in exchange for food; Warsaw no food; In Warsaw ghetto for six 
weeks, left in May, 1941 for Jejeen; Warsaw ghetto was hell on earth, Nazis sent people to 
camps, Jewish leader refused to give Jews to the Germans, after that Jewish police did the 
selection work for the Nazis, Jewish police lived well, others were dying by the hundreds in the 
streets collected bodies and took to the Jewish cemetery to bury in one grave, people died of 
starvation and disease, bribed his way out, May 1941 escaped to Kolishky, a city on the border 
of the governmentship and the Reich and 8 kilometers from Jejeen, but was caught by the 
German border police, told to dig a grave and then told to run, ran to Jejeen ghetto, could bribe 
Polish police but not when SS took over ghetto, taken by Jewish police, Germans sent people to 
Chelmo in trucks with gas, father got him out, June 1941 closed Jejeen ghetto and sent people 
to Lodz ghetto; 1941 Worked in Nazi uniform factories in Jejeen, payment was in food, Judenrat 
directed the work in the factories, factories run by German business men; 1942 Germans 
liquidated the entire Jejeen ghetto and people were sent to Lodz ghetto; Lodz ghetto was 
organized, Chaim Mordechai Rumkowski ran the Lodz Ghetto; Lodz in Germany by then; 1942 – 
Sept. 1944 stayed in Lodz ghetto until Russians came; Children in schools and kindergartners 
and hospital patients were killed (“sperras”), only survivors were those who worked in the 
factories; Sept. 1942, mother died for lack of food; 1944 after Normandy the Germans 
squeezed the Jews more; September 1944 sent to Auschwitz, trains arriving packed with 
people, people died in the trains, selection when they arrived, out of thousands only a few 
hundred were selected to live, Jewish prisoners cleaned out the trains, mothers told if they 
want to survive  to give children to older people, never saw a single mother give her child away,  
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if you looked healthy you may survive selection, taken to Gypsy camp, killed the Gypsies who 
were  replaced with Jews from Lodz and Hungarian Jews. There for 3 weeks, German 
businessmen came to Auschwitz to get workers and he was chosen to be taken to Germany, 
500 men, told to undress and bathe, received striped uniforms, taken in autumn 1944 to Krupp 
factory that made parts for trucks, Americans attacked the town, camp was destroyed, taken to 
cemetery and then to another town; continued to work for Krupp until about a month before 
the end of war, taken out and marched in Germany, 500 started the marched, only 100 
survived, Hitler had been dead for 9 days, Americans liberated him, given food and clothing; 
1945 returned to Lowicz, Poland to look for family; taken in by a German Jewish baker,  anti-
Semitism was rampant so decided to leave Poland, bribed someone at French embassy to get a 
visa to go to Paris,  daughter born in March 1948 in Paris, received permit to go to Australia, 
went to Melbourne, Australia by himself, HIAS and joint distribution committee provided 
housing, worked for Mr. Hellman dress manufacturer and  cashier for Lowicz committee in 
Australia, alone in Australia in 1948 to May 1949, asked Mr. Rachman to help to get his family 
to Australia; During selection lost contact with family, brother in a youth camp in Germany, 
December,1944 – January 1945 Russians arrived. Only good things to say about the Australian 
people. 

Photos, 

1948 Lodz cemetery, father’s grave 

Annual Yizkor service for Lowicz in Melbourne 

Photo with brother 

Photo with wife 

Photos with daughters and granddaughters 
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